
END OF LINE CONTROL SOFTWARE

THE MAIN SCREEN PANEL

THE TEST SET UP EDITOR

EXTENSIVE FUNCTIONALITY DUE TO SEPARATE PROCESS CONTROLLER:

 More fl exibility to create customized profi les

  The option to create customer-specifi c characteristics and signal shapes such as

rectangular pulse profi les or sinusoidal sine waves

  Evaluation of the measured data with regard to internal resistance,

impedance and relaxation voltage after discharge

  Ability to run multiple profi les in a sequence, e.g. starts with AC impedance

followed by constant current

 Self-tuned delta_V determination after the initial voltage drop when the voltage recovers

 Provision of all recorded data at PLC level for pick-up by higher-level SCADA systems

Substantial information
of the production batch

Search criteria can be
battery type or battery number

Self�generating
battery number

Battery type set up

Up to 5 test profi les
in a sequence

Edit the test set up

Create the test profi les Activate the
selected profi le

Space for
comments

Relevant batch information,
test data and test results per
battery line by line

Battery ID is the key to all
battery data

Self�generating battery
counter per batch

Table view of the last 15
batteries on the main panel

Self�explaining soft�keys to
navigate through the
extensive software functions

Graphical display instead of
table view

Displays voltage curve vs.
time of the discharge process

Big display showing discharge
current and terminal voltage
of the battery in process

THE PROFILE EDITOR

CCVmin evaluation measures the voltage drop from OCV to 
CCVmin of the load jump, before the chemical reaction or 
„charge transfer“ takes place.

The two�tier DC load method is applying two sequential discharge 
loads of different currents and time durations and calculates the DC 
resistance DCR.

The AC impedance test is another common method. A 1kHz signal excites 
the battery and Ohm’s law calculates the AC impedance. The internal impe-
dance of a cell determines its current carrying capability.

To improve signifi cantly the reliability of test results the HRD software offers supplemental evaluation criteria 
beyond just constant current discharge. The latest research results are obtained using a variety of methods 
for measuring internal resistance:

Delta_V measurement begins after passing the initial voltage drop when the voltage 
recovers and is in a relatively stable state. The acid is now diffusing into the pores 
of the active mass and there is a smooth electrochemical conversion of lead res-
pective lead oxide. Delta_V measures the gradient of this process.

When removing the load after discharge, the voltage of a healthy battery gradually recovers 
and rises towards the nominal voltage. Differences in the affi nity of metals in the electrodes 
produce this voltage potential. A parasitic load or high self�discharge prevents voltage recovery. 
The second OCV (OCV2) correlates to irregularities affecting the recovery process.


